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1 .Introduction
Energetic particle driven instabilities (e.g. Alfven eigenmodes) are one of the most 

important issues for burning plasmas because they lead to energetic alpha particle 

redistribution and losses. Several hybrid simulation models have been constructed to study 

the evolution of Alfven eigenmodes destabilized by energetic particles. Recent hybrid 

simulation results of energetic particle driven instabilities are presented in this paper.

In the hybrid simulation models, the bulk plasma is described by the reduced or full 

M H D  equations and the energetic particles are simulated with particle or Vlasov method. 

The coupling models between the M H D  equations and the energetic particles can be 

classified into two types, pressure coupling model and current coupling model. In M E G A  

code [1-3], the following nonlinear M H D  equations with the current coupling model are 
employed.
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where is the vacuum magnetic permeability, / is the adiabatic constant, v and vn 
are artificial viscosity and diffusion coefficients chosen to maintain numerical stability and 

all the otner quantities are conventional. The subscript “eq” represents the equilibrium 
variables. The energetic ion contribution is included in the M H D  momentum equation [Eq.

(2)] as the energetic particle current density ĵ . The energetic particle current density 

in Eq. (2) includes the contributions from parallel velocity, magnetic curvature and 

gradient drifts, and magnetization current. The E  x B  drift disappears in due to the 

quasi-neutrality [1].W e  see that electromagnetic field is given by the standard M H D  
description. This model is accurate under the condition that the energetic ion density is 

much less than the bulk plasma density. The M H D  equations are solved using a fourth 
order (in both space and time) finite difference scheme.

2. Alfven eigenmode stability and energetic particle transport in an ITER steady state 
operation scenario

Stability of Alfven eigenmodes and the associated transport of energetic alpha particles 
and beam deuterium particles were investigated for an ITER steady state operation
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scenario using M E G A  code. The equilibrium data is provided on the ITER web site [4]. 

The specific parameters are major radius 6.2m, minor radius 2m, and total plasma current 

9MA. The particle simulation method is applied to both alpha particles and beam 

deuterium particles. The finite Larmor radius effects are taken into account for both the 

species. The numbers of grid points are (256, 512, 256) for cylindrical coordinates 

(7?, (p, z ) . The numbers of computational particles are 17 million for each alpha particles 
and beam deuterium ions. The computational resources used for one run are 40 hours using 

8192 C P U  cores of the IFERC-CSC Helios computer.

It was found that toroidal Alfven eigenmodes (TAE modes) with toroidal mode number 

from 12 to 2 2 are unstable and the saturation level of the magnetic fluctuation is 0 .2 %  

normalized by the toroidal field. Figure 1 shows the spatial profiles of the T A E  modes in 

the linearly growing phase and the saturation phase. Slight redistributions take place for 

alpha and beam deuterium particles with beta value perturbations 0.03% and 0.01%, 

respectively.

F ig .1 Spatial profiles o f  TAE modes in the linearly growing phase (left) and in the saturation 
phase (right).

3. Linear properties and nonlinear frequency chirping of energetic particle driven 
geodesic acoustic mode in LHD

Linear properties of energetic particle driven geodesic acoustic mode (EGAM) in the 
Large Helical Device (LHD) plasmas were investigated using M E G A  code [5]. It was 

found that the E G A M  is a global mode with the spatially uniform oscillation frequency 

despite the spatial variation of the local geodesic acoustic mode frequency. Figure 2 shows 

the spatial profiles of E G A M .  W e  see in the figure the poloidal mode numbers of poloidal 

velocity fluctuation, plasma density fluctuation, and magnetic fluctuation are m =0f 1 and 2 , 
respectively. Oscillation frequency, linear growth rate, and spatial width of E G A M  were 
compared for different physics conditions. The E G A M  frequency is proportional to the 

square root of the plasma temperature. The frequency is lower for higher energetic particle 

beta value. The mode spatial width is larger for larger spatial width of the energetic particle 

distribution and for the reversed shear safety-factor profile than the normal shear profile. It 

was also found that the E G A M  propagates radially outward in the linearly growing phase, 

and the propagation speed is slower for the spatially broadened modes.

Nonlinear frequency chirping of E G A M  was also investigated using M E G A  code [6 ]. 
Figure 3 shows the evolution of E G A M  frequency spectrum and poloidal velocity. W e  see 

in the figure both frequency chirping up and chirping down take place in the nonlinear 

evolution of E G A M .  It was found that two hole-clump pairs are formed in the energetic 

particle distribution function in 2 -dimensional velocity space of pitch angle variable and
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Fig. 2 EGAM  perturbations on a poloidal cross section, (a) poloidal velocity, (b) plasma 
density, (c) poloidal magnetic field, and (d) radial magnetic field. The dominant poloidal mode 
numbers are (a) m=0, (b) m = lt (c) m=2, and (d) m=2. [5]
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Fig. 3 lim e evolution o f  (a) EGAM frequency spectrum and (b) poloidal velocity. Both the 
panels share the horizontal axis. Color bar indicates the magnitude in logarithmic scale. Green 
dots and cyan squares plotted in panel (a) represent transit frequencies o f  the hole and clump, 
respectively. [6]

4. Nonlinear MHD effects on Alfven cigenmode bursts
The energetic-particle transport and losses enhanced by AlfVen eigenmodes are an 

important concern for burning plasmas. Computer simulation is a powerful tool to 

investigate the interaction between AlfVen eigenmodes and energetic particles. In our 

previous work [7], we performed the first numerical demonstration of toroidal AlfVen 

eigenmode (TAE) bursts with parameters similar to a T F T R  experiment and reproduced 

many of the experimental characteristics. These include: a) the synchronization of multiple 

TAEs, b) the modulation depth of the drop in the stored beam energy, c) the stored beam 

energy. It was demonstrated by surface of section plots that both the resonance overlap of 

different eigenmodes and the disappearance of Kolmogorov-Amold-Moser (KAM)

energy. One pair is formed in the phase space region that destabilizes the instability, while 

the other in the stabilizing region. The transit frequency of the hole (clump) in the 

destabilizing region chirps up (down), while in the stabilizing region the hole (clump) 

chirps down (up). W e  see in Fig. 3 that the transit frequencies of particles in the holes and 

clumps are in good agreement with the chirping E G A M  frequency indicating that the 

particles are kept resonant with the E G A M  during the nonlinear frequency chirping. 

Continuous energy transfer takes place from the destabilizing phase space region to the 
stabilizing region during the spontaneous frequency chirping of the wave.
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surfaces in phase space due to overlap of higher-order islands created by a single 

eigenmode lead to particle loss.
W e  have extended the M E G A  code to simulate recurrent bursts of Alfven eigenmodes 

by implementing the energetic-particle source, collisions, and losses [8]. The Alfven 
eigenmode bursts with synchronization of multiple modes and beam ion losses at each 

burst were successfully simulated with nonlinear M H D  effects for the physics condition 

similar to the previous reduced simulation for the T F T R  experiment. It was demonstrated 

with a comparison between nonlinear M H D  and linear M H D  simulation results that the 

nonlinear M H D  effects significantly reduce both the saturation amplitude of the Alfven 

eigenmodes and the beam ion losses. Two types of time evolution were found depending 

on the M H D  dissipation coefficients, namely, viscosity, resistivity, and diffusivity. The 

Alfven eigenmode bursts take place for higher dissipation coefficients with roughly 10% 

drop in stored beam energy and the maximum amplitude of the dominant magnetic 

fluctuation harmonic ノ 5 〜 5 x 10 3 at the mode peak location inside the plasma. For 

lower dissipation coefficients, the Alrven eigenmodes amplitude is at steady levels 

〜2 x 10 3 and the beam ion losses take place continuously. The two types of 

evolution are compared in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 Evolution o f  the dominant radial magnetic Jluctuation harmonics with m/n=4/2 and 
m /n -5 /i at each peak location fo r  nonlinear MHD run with v=  vn = 7j / /u0 = 10 wAR0 (left) 

and and 5 x 10 7 wAR〇 (right). [8]
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